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Abstract We present Super Dual Auroral Radar Network observations of ionospheric convection during
substorms. Substorms were grouped according to their onset latitude, onset magnetic local time, and
the prevailing sense of interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) BY . The radar observations were then sorted
according to substorm group and average convection patterns produced. Here we discuss the patterns
corresponding to substorms with onsets occurring in the 65∘–67∘ onset latitude range, at either early
(20–22 h) or late (01–03 h) magnetic local times, during intervals of either dominant positive or negative
IMF BY . We show that the morphology of the convection patterns diﬀers from that predicted by existing
empirical models, with the location of the nightside convection throat being largely consistent with
the location of substorm onset. The expected IMF BY -induced dawn-dusk convection asymmetry can
be enhanced on the nightside when the substorm onset occurs at a fortuitous location but can equally
be removed or even reversed from this expected state. Thus, the nightside convection asymmetries are
seemingly unrelated to the instantaneous sense of IMF BY .
Plain Language Summary One of the main drivers of the aurora, or northern lights, is a
phenomenon called the “magnetospheric substorm.” Substorms deposit large amounts of energy into
the atmosphere, aﬀecting the flow of plasma—an electrically charged gas—high up in the atmosphere,
and producing various “space weather” eﬀects that can disrupt radio communications, satellite orbits, and
GPS transmissions. Substorms occur on the nightside of the planet, at a variety of local times from 2100
to 0300 h and their eﬀect on the plasma flow is correspondingly variable. In this paper, we show what form
the atmospheric plasma flows take during substorms occurring at diﬀerent local times. We conclude that
clear diﬀerences in the flows associated with substorms at diﬀerent local times are apparent. These eﬀects
are distinct from those currently included in geophysics models.
1. Introduction
Themorphology of the ionospheric convection pattern is governedby the superposition of flows driven inde-
pendently by dayside coupling processes (e.g.,magnetopause reconnection) andby internalmagnetospheric
dynamics such as substorms (e.g., Lockwood et al., 1990). It is well documented that in the case of dayside
driving, the BY component of the interplanetarymagnetic field (IMF) introduces asymmetries into the coupled
solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere system (Haaland et al., 2017, and references therein). In the Northern
Hemisphere ionosphere, thegenerally accepted formof this asymmetry is thatwhen IMFBY is positive, a round
cell is formed at dusk and a crescent cell at dawn, with this asymmetry being reversed when BY is negative
(e.g., Lockwood, 1991), or when considering the equivalent Southern Hemisphere flows (e.g., Cowley et al.,
1991). In reality, asymmetries between the dawn and dusk cells may be manifest in a wide range of charac-
teristics such as their relative size, strength, orientation and shape (e.g., Grocott et al., 2012; Pettigrew et al.,
2010; Ruohoniemi & Greenwald, 2005). Ultimately, the morphology at any given time will be governed by a
combination of IMF BY , dipole tilt angle (e.g., Pettigrew et al., 2010) and the eﬀects of internal magnetotail
driving (e.g., Grocott, 2017).
Substorms are already known to influence the ionospheric convection inways that will produce asymmetries.
Weimer (1999, 2001, 2005), for example, usedDynamics Explorer 2 spacecraft observations of the ionospheric
electric field to reveal that the Harang discontinuity (Maynard, 1974) was considerably more pronounced
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Radar Network (SuperDARN) observations to show that enhanced flowswere present outside of the flow sup-
pression region that occurs due to the high conductivities produced at substorm onset (e.g., Grocott et al.,
2009; Kirkwood et al., 1988). This eﬀect naturally results in a dawn-dusk asymmetry about the onset location,
which tends to occur in the premidnight sector at an average local time of 23 h (e.g., Frey et al., 2004).
This raises the question of whether solar wind driving or internal driving by magnetospheric substorms will
govern the instantaneous asymmetry in the convection pattern. In addition, as noted byWeimer (2005), there
remains the question of whether the ionosphere responds to IMF changes at the same rate at diﬀerent mag-
netic local time (MLT) locations. Even if the IMF is ultimately responsible for the nightside asymmetries, they
will thus need to be treated independently.
Limited evidence has been presented to determine the relative influence of IMF BY and substorm electro-
dynamics on dawn-dusk asymmetries in the ionospheric convection pattern. Weimer (1999, 2001, 2005) did
not discriminate between substorm onset location when deriving substorm-time convection patterns and
Bristow and Jensen (2007) selected substorms with similar onset locations. Provan et al. (2004) transformed
their observations into a substorm-oriented coordinate system, thus removing any asymmetries due directly
to substorms. Theywere nevertheless able to discern a dawn-dusk asymmetry in the strength of the nightside
flows, which they attributed to the prevailing IMF BY conditions. In a set of case studies, Liou and Ruohoniemi
(2006a, 2006b) also suggested that the evolution of the substorm expansion was linked to the IMF BY -driven
dawn-dusk convection asymmetry. These studies thus suggest that the substorm-related convection asym-
metry is controlled by IMF BY . A series of case studies by Bristow et al. (2001, 2003), on the other hand,
suggested that the convection evolved in direct response to the substorm onset, with the “convection throat”
(the gap between the dawn and dusk convection cells where they diverge from equatorward to sunward)
moving to the onset location. Grocott et al. (2010) looked explicitly at the convection evolution during
substorms that occurred during IMF BY -dominated intervals and confirmed that, following onset, any prior
BY -associated dawn-dusk asymmetry was eroded. In their case, the BY asymmetry was replaced by a more
traditional Harang asymmetry.
Given these somewhat varied conclusions, the aim of this paper is to demonstrate the dominant large-scale
relationship between substorm onset location and the morphology of the ionospheric convection pattern.
We thus present average ionospheric patterns derived from SuperDARN radar observations of the Northern
andSouthernHemispheres, for substorm intervals of positive andnegative IMFBY , where the substormonsets
were observed at atypically early (20–22 h) or late (01–03 h) magnetic local times. In this way we can isolate
any asymmetries associated with IMF BY from those associated with the substorm onsets. We find that the
patterns diﬀer from those derived when considering only IMF or dipole tilt angle dependences. In particular,
and in agreement with Bristow et al. (2001, 2003), the local time of the nightside convection throat is revealed
to closely agree with the local time of the substorm onset. We therefore conclude that to correctly represent
the ionospheric convection pattern, empirical models are required that can better account for magnetotail
dynamics than simple IMF binning, or binary substorm and nonsubstorm classifications.
2. Methodology
We have used a similar methodology to that employed by Grocott et al. (2010) to produce averaged iono-
spheric convection patterns for diﬀerent substorm onset MLTs and IMF BY conditions. In summary, we
have used data from the IMAGE satellite (Frey et al., 2004) to derive a list of isolated Northern Hemisphere
substorms, that is, substorms where at least 2 h has passed since the previous onset. Our list was then filtered
by substorm onset latitude, which is necessary owing to the strong relationship between onset latitude and
convectionmorphology (e.g., Bristow, 2009; Grocott et al., 2009). For our study, we chose to include only sub-
storms with onset latitudes between 65∘ and 67∘ magnetic. This range was chosen because (a) substorms
need to be of suﬃciently high latitude to be well observed by the latitudinally restricted fields of view of the
SuperDARN radars and (b) the lowest latitude end of the range satisfying (a) will be of the highest intensity
(Milan et al., 2009) and therefore likely to produce the strongest observable eﬀects in the ionosphere.
This set of events was then further subdivided based on themagnetic local time of the substorm onsets, with
only thoseoccurring at an atypically early or lateMLTbeing selected.Wedefineearly onsets as thoseoccurring
within the range 20–22 MLT and late onsets within 01–03 MLT. We note that this is not symmetrical about
midnight, with the typical onset MLT being somewhat early itself at∼23MLT in our data set (with amean and
standard deviation of 22.9 h and 1.3 h, respectively). Observations from the Advanced Composition Explorer
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(ACE) spacecraft (Smith et al., 1998) were then used to reduce our substorm sets to only those where BY was
either less than−2 nT or greater than +2 nT. This was done by first time lagging the IMF data from ACE to the
dayside ionosphere according to the method of Khan and Cowley (1999) and then determining a set of IMF
BY averages, from 60 min before to 20 min after each substorm onset. We chose this time interval for the IMF
averages to allow for (a) any BY eﬀects to propagate across the dayside and polar cap ionosphere, (b) a given
state ofBY to remain until 10min into the substormexpansionphase, and (c) anuncertainty of a further 10min
in the time-lag calculation (Khan & Cowley, 1999). The resulting number of substorm intervals contributing
to each of the four categories is 24 (BY <0/early), 46 (BY > 0/early), 29 (BY <0/late), 8 (BY> 0/late). We note that
the last of our categories contains a relatively small number of substorms and the possible ramifications of
this are discussed in section 3.
Eight sets of ionospheric convection velocity vectors were then compiled from the Super Dual Auroral Radar
Network (SuperDARN) (Chisham et al., 2007) archive, for each of the two IMF BY bins, two onset MLT bins, and
twohemispheres. Average convectionpatternswere thenderivedby applying theglobalMapPotential fitting
algorithm (Ruohoniemi & Baker, 1998; Shepherd & Ruohoniemi, 2000) to a superposition of the data from the
10 min following substorm onset. We use a 10 min average to increase the amount of data in each set and
remove short-timescale variations in the patterns. The number of radar vectors contributing to each average
varies between 297 and 1641, and the significance of this is discussed further below. In deriving the Southern
Hemisphere convection patterns we use the same set of Northern Hemisphere substorm observations and
contemporaneous radar data from the south. We then estimate the southern onset MLTs using the result of
Østgaard et al. (2004) which provides the expected oﬀset in MLT between the northern and southern auroral
onsets. This oﬀset is given by ΔMLT(h) =−0.017휃 + 3.44, where 휃 is the IMF clock angle (in degrees) and
ΔMLT is positive for a southern onset location dawnward of the northern location. We note that in deriving
this equation Østgaard et al. (2004) used only 12 events, all of which were observed premidnight in MLT.
Although this is not ideal, it is advantageous for our purposes to compare contemporaneous convection data
fromboth hemispheres. Hence, we cannot use Southern Hemisphere substorm onsets to derive the Southern
Hemisphere convection patterns as thesewould be independent of their northern counterparts.We therefore
show the predicted Southern Hemisphere onset MLT for information but weight our interpretation in the
following sections accordingly.
To aid interpretation of our results, we also produce a set of average (Northern Hemisphere) convection
patterns with no discrimination based on substorm occurrence. In this case we use the same year range
(2000–2004) and filter the data by the same IMF BY conditions used in the substorm analysis (<−2 nT or
>+2 nT). Pettigrew et al. (2010) found modest variations in the nightside convection under diﬀerent dipole
tilt angles, so we also filter by dipole tilt angle (<−10∘ or>+10∘, the same tilt ranges used by Pettigrew et al.,
2010) in order to determine whether any aspects of our substorm convection patterns might be attributed to
dipole tilt.
3. Results
Figure 1 presents the results of our dipole tilt angle analysis. Two pairs of average convection patterns are
shown for each of the two IMF BY directions. The BY < 0 maps are shown on the left and the BY > 0 maps are
shown on the right. Figures 1a and 1b present the results for negative tilt and Figures 1c and 1d for positive
tilt. Each map is presented such that noon is to the top and dusk to the left. Solid (dashed) contours show
negative (positive) electric potential, with the outer contours at±3 kV and subsequent contours at intervals of
6 kV. Thedotted circles are concentric lines ofmagnetic latitude from60∘ to thepole and in all cases the view is
down onto the Northern Hemisphere (such that in the case of Southern Hemisphere data, the view is through
the Earth). The gray outline indicates the Heppner-Maynard boundary of the convection patterns (Shepherd
& Ruohoniemi, 2000). The icon in the top right of each panel shows the averaged IMF clock angle vector
in the GSM y-z plane and the icon in the bottom right shows the average dipole tilt angle. These patterns
reveal similar characteristics to previous studies of the IMF dependence of the convection (e.g., Ruohoniemi
& Greenwald, 2005) and only amodest dependence on tilt angle which is similar to, although perhaps slightly
less pronounced than, the results of Pettigrew et al. (2010). It is worth noting that in three out of the four cases,
thenightside convection throat is premidnight, consistentwith the typical local timeof substormonset. This is
considered further below.
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Figure 1. Average Northern Hemisphere contour maps of the ionospheric electric potential for IMF (a, c) BY negative
and (b, d) BY positive for negative dipole tilt intervals (Figures 1a and 1b) and positive dipole tilt intervals (Figures 1c
and 1d). In each map, noon is to the top and dusk to the left. Solid (dashed) contours show negative (positive)
electric potential, with the outer contours at ±3 kV and subsequent contours at intervals of 6 kV. The dotted circles
are concentric lines of magnetic latitude from 60∘ to the pole, and in all cases the view is down onto the Northern
Hemisphere (such that in (e) the view is through the Earth). The gray outline shows the equatorward convection
boundary. The icon in the top right of each panel shows the averaged IMF clock angle vector in the GSM y-z plane,
and the icon in the bottom right shows the average dipole tilt angle.
Figure 2 presents the average patterns for the substorm intervals, presented in a similar format to Figure 1.
Here the two columns again correspond to the two senses of IMF BY , with the rows corresponding to group-
ingsof substormonsetMLTandhemisphere. In this casewehave includeda+ symboloneachpanel indicating
the average location of substorm onset (or predicted location in the case of the Southern Hemispheremaps).
In addition, owing to the vastly reduced statistics in comparison to Figure 1, we also include information on
the number of gridded radar vectors (Ruohoniemi & Greenwald, 2005) that contributed to the global fit in
each case. The gray dots on each panel indicate the spatial distribution of the vectors, with the total number
shown beneath each panel. This enables us to gauge the reliability of the patterns whereby, loosely speaking,
a region with fewer measurements is likely to produce a poorer representation of the convection pattern.
Only Figure 2h appears to strongly suﬀer from reduced data coverage. This is likely to be due to a combina-
tion of the reduced number of substorms in this BY -onset MLT group, and the lower number of SuperDARN
radars in the Southern Hemisphere. We comment further on the significance of this, below.
Figures 2a–2d show convection patterns for substorms with onsets in the early MLT category and
Figures 2e–2h show the lateMLT category. A number of general observations can bemade. First, in each case,
the convection morphology on the dayside and in the polar cap largely resembles that in Figure 1. In other
words, the IMF categorization is here producing the expected round and crescent shapes with all Northern
Hemisphere BY negative patterns (a,e) and Southern Hemisphere BY positive patterns (d,h) having the more
crescent shaped cell in the postnoon sector, and all Northern Hemisphere BY positive patterns (b,f ) and
Southern Hemisphere BY negative patterns (c,g) having the more crescent shaped cell in the prenoon sector.
More interestingly, thenightside convectionmorphologiesdonot all exhibit theexpecteddusk-dawnor inter-
hemispheric asymmetries. Instead, there is a general trend for any convection asymmetry to be related to the
substorm onset location. This is considered further, below.
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Figure 2. Average contour maps of the Northern and Southern Hemisphere ionospheric electric potential for substorm
intervals, in a similar format to Figure 1. On each panel, the + symbol indicates the average location of substorm onset
(or predicted location in the case of the Southern Hemisphere maps). The gray dots indicate where SuperDARN flow
vectors were present in the global fitting analysis, with the total number of vectors indicated beneath each panel.
Patterns are presented for (a–d) early MLT substorms and for (e–h) late MLT substorms.
Consider the pattern in Figure 2a. In this case, the negative sense of BY has produced a dayside convection
morphology that exhibits a crescent shape at dusk, with flows that have a corresponding anticlockwise sense
into the polar cap from the dayside. On the nightside, however, “crescent” would better describe the dawn
cell, with the flows out of the polar cap now rotating in an clockwise direction, toward the premidnight sector,
such that the nightside convection throat lies close to the onset location. In contrast, the BY positive pattern in
Figure 2bhas anightside component that seemsmore consistentwith theexpectedBY dawn-dusk asymmetry,
accentuating the crescent shape of the dawn cell. This has the eﬀect of bringing the nightside component of
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the average pattern more in line with the theoretical round and crescent cell picture discussed above, that is
largely suppressed in the nightside portions of the average patterns in Figure 1. We suggest that this latter
eﬀect is because the patterns in Figure 1 are unconstrained by substorm activity and are thus likely to contain
data from all phases of the substorm cycle and from substorms occurring at a variety of local times. Overall,
these results reveal nightside convectionmorphologies (in Figures 2a and 2b) that are largely the same,which
is not what we would expect if the dawn-dusk asymmetry was a result of opposite IMF BY control.
In Figures 2c and 2d we show examples of the Southern Hemisphere convection pattern. Recall that these
have been derived from Southern Hemisphere SuperDARN observations that are contemporaneous with the
Northern Hemisphere data used to produce the patterns in Figures 2a and 2b. Consider first Figure 2c, which
shows the southern counterpart to the pattern in Figure 2a. Being derived from simultaneous intervals, the
patterns are expected to exhibit the opposite BY -associated dusk-dawn asymmetry. While this is true of the
daysideflows, it is not trueon thenightside,where theflows insteadappear tohave a very similarmorphology.
This is consistent with the substorm onset location being early in MLT in both cases. In the Southern Hemi-
sphere case the nightside convection throat does notmatch quite as closelywith the predicted average onset
location. This could be due to data coverage, which is slightly limited in the equatormost part of the nightside
region close to the onset location andnightside convection throat. It could also be attributed to uncertainty in
the Østgaard et al. (2004) predictions as noted in section 2. Nevertheless, the dawn-dusk asymmetry present
in these two patterns is still broadly consistent, with the key result being that it exhibits the same sense in
both hemispheres.
The morphology of the convection in Figure 2d is slightly diﬀerent but still fully consistent with the above
discussion. In this case, the interhemispheric oﬀset between the northern and southern onset MLTs serves to
move the southern onset closer to magnetic midnight. This appears to be related to the dusk cell reversing
more sharply in the premidnight sector, but the dawn cell protrusion across midnight from dawn to dusk
is largely the same as in Figures 2a–2c. The day-night asymmetry in Figure 2d is similar to that observed
in Figure 2a, with the dayside flows exhibiting the expected BY -associated dawn-dusk asymmetry and the
nightside flows the opposite. Overall, these results serve to illustrate that the Southern Hemisphere patterns
do not exhibit a dawn-duskmirror symmetry with respect to the north, much like Østgaard et al. (2004, 2011)
found of the onset locations. Instead, their morphologies appear to be related to the substorm process, with
the convection throat located close to the substorm onset location.
Turning now to the Northern Hemisphere patterns for the late MLT onsets shown in Figures 2e and 2f, we
find a somewhat diﬀerent result. Here the patterns appear to exhibit the expected BY -associated dawn-dusk
asymmetry on both the dayside and nightside, with the crescent cell at dusk for BY negative and at dawn for
BY positive. However, there are additional diﬀerences in the dawn-dusk asymmetry that appear to relate to
the substorm onset. The protrusion across the midnight sectors of the dusk cell in Figure 2e, for example, is
muchmore apparent than in either of the BY -negative patterns in Figure 1. This accentuates the crescent and
round cell shapes in a similar (butmirrored)way to thepattern in Figure 2b. Comparing this resultwith thepat-
tern in Figure 2a which, based on IMF BY considerations alone ought to be the same, we find themorphology
of the nightside convection to be dramatically diﬀerent. The daysidemorphology, on the other hand, remains
as expected for BY negative, albeit with a dayside throat location at an earlier MLT. This appears to be related
to a modest rotation of the pattern as whole and may be a result of the dipole tilt angle, which is positive in
Figure 2a compared to slightly negative in Figure 2e, and is broadly consistent with the behavior of the pat-
terns in Figure 1. The diﬀerence in the nightsidemorphology, on the other hand, cannot be similarly explained
by dipole tilt and instead appears to be again related to the MLT of substorm onset.
In Figure 2f, although the dawn-dusk asymmetry is opposite in sense to that in Figure 2e, it takes a very dif-
ferent form. Rather than the crescent cell (the dawn cell, in this case) protruding across the midnight sector,
it has retreated toward dawn. Thus, we have a small dawn cell and a large dusk cell, in common with the pat-
tern in Figure 2e. The net result of this is that the nightside convection throat is postmidnight in both cases,
coincidingwith the locationof substormonset in each case. Ifwenowcompare this pattern to that in Figure 2b
we again see two diﬀerent nightside convectionmorphologies. Although the overall sense of the dawn-dusk
asymmetries is the same in this case, consistent with a positive IMF BY , the nightside portion of the pattern is
dominated by the dawn cell in Figure 2b and by the dusk cell in Figure 2f. This gives a nightside convection
throat in Figure 2f that is displaced by ∼3 h of MLT with respect to its Figure 2b counterpart, despite both
occurring for similar BY and dipole tilt angle conditions.
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Finally, we consider the results in Figures 2g–2h, which provide the southern counterparts to the northern
patterns in Figures 2eand2f.Weare forced todisregard the results in Figure 2h since the coverageof radardata
is poor, particularly in the vicinity of substorm onset, such that little can be concluded about the convection
in this case. The pattern shown in Figure 2g, on the other hand, is still reasonably well constrained by the data.
In this case, the nightside convection throat does not match as well with the predicted onset location,
although we note that the Østgaard et al. (2004) prediction may not be valid for postmidnight onsets, as
discussed in section 2. The nightside pattern in this case could reasonably be considered to exhibit mirror
dawn-dusk asymmetry with respect to its northern counterpart in Figure 2e. If the north-south asymmetry
was slightly greater than the Østgaard et al. (2004) prediction, then the southern onset would in fact be pre-
midnight andmight explain the morphology of the nightside flows resembling those in Figure 2b. It is worth
noting thatMilan et al. (2010) suggested a larger north-south asymmetrymight exist for the extremes of onset
MLT, which would be consistent with the results in Figures 2a and 2g although we have no direct evidence
with which to support such a hypothesis.
4. Discussion
Overall, our results serve to illustrate that in order to better capture the diﬀerent characteristic ionospheric
convection morphologies in empirical models, we need to include some quantification of magnetospheric
dawn-dusk asymmetry in addition to the currently used IMF and dipole tilt classifications. Our results suggest
that substorm onset location may provide a suitable parameter by which to classify nightside convection
asymmetries. A number of previous studies have found that the typical location for substorm onset is in
the premidnight sector at ∼23 MLT, which is also where the typical nightside convection throat is found
(e.g., Ruohoniemi & Greenwald, 2005). Lu et al. (2016) suggest that this fundamental dawn-dusk asymmetry is
caused by the Hall eﬀect which is stronger on the duskside due to the higher ion temperature, thinner current
sheet, and smaller normal magnetic field. Other studies have found that owing to the growth of the Harang
discontinuity during the substorm expansion phase, the nightside throat moves postmidnight (e.g., Grocott
et al., 2006, 2009; Weimer, 2005). This is not unexpected and has been shown to be related to the develop-
ment of the subauroral polarization streams (Foster & Vo, 2002). We explicitly focus on the onset and early
expansion phase as we are interested in what produces the initial dawn-dusk asymmetry, rather than those
that develop later in the substorm process.
It is presumably during the growth phase that the magnetospheric asymmetry responsible for the substorm
onset location and associated nightside convection morphology first starts to develop. This would be con-
sistent with the work of Tenfjord et al. (2017), who demonstrate that a modest dawn-dusk asymmetry can
be introduced into the nightside magnetosphere over the course of a few tens of minutes as a direct result
of dayside reconnection with a BY -dominated IMF. On the other hand, while Østgaard et al. (2004) predict a
BY -associated north-south local time oﬀset, Østgaard et al. (2011) demonstrate only a very weak relationship
between BY and the actual local time of onset in a given hemisphere. Milan et al. (2010) suggested an expla-
nation for this is that for atypically early and late substorm onsets it may take a number of growth phases for
large asymmetries to be introduced. This would then introduce a significant time dependence to the night-
side dawn-dusk asymmetry that cannot be captured by a simple IMF classification. This is consistent with
the work of Grocott and Milan (2014) who showed that longer (>6 h) intervals of steady BY can continue to
enhance dawn-dusk asymmetries in the nightside convection, although it is worth noting that in their study
it was under northward, but BY -dominated IMF conditions that larger asymmetries became apparent.
If the mechanism responsible for the local time of substorm onset takes eﬀect in the magnetotail during the
growth phase, then onemight expect to find the associated dawn-dusk convection asymmetry also develop-
ing during the growth phase. There is some evidence that the nightside convection starts to respond during
this time (e.g., Bristow & Jensen, 2007) but, having examined both the growth phase and expansion phase
flows during our superposed substorm intervals, we find that the clearest asymmetries appear following
substorm onset. This is consistent with the nightside ionospheric flows being driven largely by magnetotail
reconnection (Cowley & Lockwood, 1996), such that only after reconnection commences at (or shortly after)
onset are the flows reorganized according to the state of the magnetosphere at that time. Nishimura and
Lyons (2016) showed that localized reconnection can be triggered in the tail by lobe flow channels which
may develop over a wide range of local times. Work by, for example, Østgaard et al. (2011) suggests that
subsequently, any interhemispheric dusk-dawnasymmetrywill begin to decrease as the flowsof newly recon-
nected closed flux act to restore symmetry (Reistad et al., 2016). This would suggest that the asymmetry
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develops during the growth phase, peaks after onset, and then decays, and would explain why we find clear
dawn-dusk asymmetries in the nightside convection during the early expansion phase.
It isworthnoting that other studieshavenot revealed the same result as ourwork. Zouet al. (2009), for example,
found that substormonset startswithin theHarang, notwithin the convection throat region. Anumber of pos-
sible explanations could exist for this apparent discrepancy. Their study included lower latitude substorms,
which tend to be more intense (Milan et al., 2009) and thus produce larger conductivity enhancements in
the ionosphere. It is known that enhanced conductivities can have a significant impact on the convection
(e.g., Grocott et al., 2009; Kirkwood et al., 1988) and thus may produce a more complicated eﬀect than that
revealed here. In addition, the SuperDARN fields of view during the lifetime of the IMAGE satellite did not
extend below ∼60∘ magnetic latitude and thus were not ideally located to monitor the equatormost edge
of the convection zone. Ideally, we would repeat this study using more recent data taken by the midlatitude
extension to SuperDARN, for substorms observed simultaneously in both hemispheres. Unfortunately, such
an undertaking is hampered by the lack of any contemporaneous observations frommidlatitude SuperDARN
radars and interhemispheric global auroral imagery. Other substorm identification methods using ground-
based auroral imagers (e.g., Zou et al., 2010) and magnetometers (e.g., Forsyth et al., 2015) have been devel-
oped that may be able to mitigate this issue to some extent, but it remains a challenge to study large-scale
ionospheric dynamics with spatially limited observations.
Lastly, it is apparent that the strength of the convection cells is also generally asymmetric between dawn and
dusk and between hemispheres. It is worth considering whether there is any pattern to these asymmetries
that might shed further light on the mechanism that eﬀects the changes in morphology. An inspection of
the strength of the convection cells provided by our analysis reveals no obvious relationship with the onset
local time, although we note that this result may be influenced by a number of factors. Asymmetries in the
convection cell strength have previously been associated with reconnection of overdraped lobe field lines
with the dawnside or duskside closed flankside field lines (Watanabe et al., 2007) and day-night conductivity
gradients (e.g., Lyatsky et al., 1974; Ridley et al., 2004). Pettigrew et al. (2010) also noted that nonuniform radar
data coverage might play a role, as could the nondipolar, asymmetric nature of the Earth’s magnetic field.
Such a range of possible sources of asymmetry in convection cell strengthmakes isolating any possible eﬀect
of substorm onset local time nontrivial. We thus leave further consideration of this aspect of the asymmetry
to future studies.
5. Summary
In this paper we have presented maps of the average ionospheric convection morphology for diﬀerent con-
ditions of IMF orientation and substorm onset location. This is in contrast to current empirical models which
characterize the convection only by parameters such as IMF orientation and strength, dipole tilt angle, or
whether or not a substorm is in progress. None of these existing models take into account how asymmetries
in the convection are associated with the local time of substorm onset. Our results show that both IMF BY and
substormonset local timeappear tobeassociatedwithmorphological features in the convectionpattern,with
the nightside component of the convection muchmore sensitive to onset location than to IMF BY . This is evi-
dent in twoways: (a) the lack of expected BY control which can be seen by comparing, for example, Figures 2a
and 2b, which occur under similar BY conditions yet have distinctly diﬀerent nightside convection patterns
and (b) the lack of interhemispheric asymmetry which can be seen by comparing, for example, Figures 2a
and 2c, which ought to exhibit the opposite BY -associated dawn-dusk asymmetry yet in the nightside show
almost identicalmorphology.With no direct relationship between substormonset local time and IMF BY , both
therefore need to be considered independently to better characterize the diﬀerent convectionmorphologies
that exist.
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